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CHAPTER IV.
THE PLEISTOCENE PERIOD IN THE
EASTERN COUNTIES OF ENGLAND.
By F. W. HARMER, F.G.S., F.R.Met. Soc.
AMONG those who first attempted to solve the riddle of theEast Anglian drifts should be mentioned Buckland, who
in 1823 had noticed in them the presence of. Norwegian erratics ;
R. C. Taylor (1824), who called attention to the contortions of
the coast section; and C. B. Rose (1835), who identified in the
"diluvium " boulders from the Mountain Limestone and various
Jurassic strata."
In 1837 Lyell compared the disturbance of the Chalk at
Trimingham to similar phenomena in the Danish island of
MOen, and more than once returned to the discussion of
these deposits, notably in his well-known description of the
Cromer cliffs in the" Antiquity of Man."
Among papers by Joshua Trimmer (1841 to 1858), one pub-
lished in the latter year, after his death, recognised two boulder-
clays in the cliff section at Gorleston, near Yarmouth, the lower
being identified with that containing Scandinavian blocks which
extends over the north of Europe; the upper characterised by
Oolitic detritus, which he had traced towards the west. t
In 1863 Prof. William King expressed an opinion that dur-
ing the Glacial Period the British Isles were covered by a great
ice sheet, which also occupied the basin of the North Sea. t The
work of the Rev. John Gunn, moreover, carried on for many
years with untiring energy, should not be forgotten; a summary
of his views on the "Geology of Norfolk" was published in
1864, and again in 1883. §
It was Searles V. Wood, Junr., however, who first undertook
the systematic investigation of the Pleistocene beds of the East
of England. It is difficult now to realise the position of East
Anglian glaciology when he commenced his great work. No
attempt had been made up to that time, as far as I know, in any
part of the world, to map the glacial deposits over an extended
area. Wood saw not only that no real progress was possible
until this was done, but that the drifts of the East of England
could only be studied satisfactorily as a whole. He conse-
quently set before himself the gigantic task of a detailed survey
* A bibliography of this subject by the late W. J. Harrison appeared In 1897 In the
Glacialists' Ma1!azine, vol, iv, p. 141, and vol. v, pp. I and 49, for which glaciologists
owe him many thanks.
t Quart. [our«, Geol, Soc., vol , xiv (1858), p. 171.
t GeolOKist, vol. vi, P. 168.
§ White's History of Norfolk, Sheffield, 1864; 4th Ed., 1883.
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of the glacial beds on the I-inch scale, from the Humber to the
valley of the Thames, and from the Midland Counties to the
Suffolk coast. Although, alas! his early death prevented its
full accomplishment, he was able, with the help of one or two
younger men who were proud to work under him, to complete
a large portion of it. *
His first map was published in 1864, while a second,
the result of a personal survey, showing the Crag and
the glacial deposits over the greater part of eight of
the Eastern Counties, together with carefully-drawn representa-
tions of the Norfolk and Suffolk cliffs and more than 300 miles
of inland sections, appeared in 1865, privately printed, the
paper for which they were prepared having been, unfortunately,
rejected by the Council of the Geological Society. t
His next map (1867), one of the glacial drift over an area of
2,000 square miles in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, intended to
illustrate a paper by himself and the R-ev. J. L. Rome.] was
also for some inscrutable reason rejected, but, reproduced from
a copy in my possession, has been lately published in the Pro-
ceedings of the Yorkshire Geological Society. §
A third drift map, on the inch scale, embracing an area of
2,000 square miles in the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk, was
drawn by Wood's own hand for the meeting of the British Asso-
ciation at Norwich in 1868, the greater part of it appearing in
1872, in a reduced form, and with a few corrections. in one of
the volumes of the Palreontographical Society.] Although the
Issue of further maps of the same kind was arrested by his fail-
ing health, he was able to show in one published in 1880, four
years before his death, the limits of the region covered by the
Chalky Boulder-clay.~ This, for purpos-es of reference, is given
on page 105 (Fig. 23).
Wood's many papers on the glacial and post-glacial history
of East Anglia are well known, and need no further allusion.
T trust I may be pardoned, however, in this sketch of the
deposits, to the elucidation of which he devoted the best years
of his life, for offering a tribute of respect and affection to the
memory and labours of the distinguished man to whom lowe
so much.
The East Anglian drifts were subsequently mapped and
exhaustively described by the officers of H.M. Geological Sur-
vey, but since that time the subject has received comparatively
little attention.
In giving what seems to me the most probable explanation
• Some of the orlginal survey maps are now in the library of the Geological Society.
t A copy of this map has also been placed in tbe library of the Geological Society.
! Quart.Journ. Geol, Soc" vol. xxiv (,868), p. '46.
~ Vol. xv ('904). pt. 2, p. 328.
IISupplement to the Crag Mollusca, 1872.
'If Quart. Journ. Geol; Soc., vol. xxxvi (1880), pl. xxi, p. 457.
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of the origin of these beds, I shall assume the correctness of
the land-ice theory. The arguments in favour of that view are
well known; that I do not repeat them here implies no dis-
respect to those who still hold a contrary opinion.
THE NORTH SEA DRIFT (LOWER GLACIAL OF S. V. WOOD, JUNR.).
Although Trimmer, in the paper before mentioned, ascribed
the lower boulder-clay of Gorleston Cliff to the action of masses
of fioe-ice advancing into the interior of the country over sink-
ing land, and the upp er bed to a similar process during emerg-
ence, he seems to have appreciated the fact that the glacial
detritus of Norfolk came at first from the north, and afterwards
from the west. With this view I agree, although I attribute the
one deposit to the invasion of the North Sea ice, and the other
to that of an inland ice-stream, for which I have proposed the
name of the Great Eastern Glacier.*
In 1864, Wood identified the upper bed in the Gorleston
(Corton) Cliff t with that now known as the Chalky Boulder-
clay, and the lower with the Contorted Drift of the Cromer
coast. I subsequently ascertained by mapping the district that
the latter deposit could be traced from Norwich in a more or
less continuous sheet , northward, eastward, and south-eastward
to the sea-coast; being overlapped to the east and south-east,
however, by the Chalky Boulder-clay; to the south and west of
Norwich I found it to have been much denuded or wholly
removed. There is always a clear distinction, I consider,
between the two deposits; moreover, the Chalky Boulder-clay .
overlies, but never underlies, the Contorted Drift. Where th e
two are to be.found in section they are often separated, as at
Corton, by a bed of sand, the Middle Glacial of Wood.
The Chalky Boulder-clay of Norfolk and Suffolk contains
everywhere and abundantly ~rey tabular flint] and hard chalk,
as well as Neocomian, and over certain areas much Jurassic
debris, derived , as Trimmer believed, from the west, or rather
from the north-west. In the Contorted Drilt, on the contrary,
such detritus is generally conspicuous by its absence; black
flint or soft chalk being more or less common. In the north-east,
east, and south-east of Norfolk the character of the Contorted
Drift is that of an unstratified sandy brick-earth of a reddish-
brown colour; near the coast it is much contorted, and contains
occasionally shell fragments, suggesting the action of ice advanc-
ing upon the land over the sandy bottom of the sea. In the
neighbourhood of Cromer and Sheringham it includes masses of
* R.p. Brit. Assoc., Cambridge (1904), p. 542.
t Most of the places here referred to will be found In the maps, Pis. III and IV.
~ Brown flint pebbles are frequently met with in the Chalky Boulder-clay; these
may have been derived from pre-glacial deposits, and have acquired their dis-
tinguishing colour in pre-glacial times.
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unstratified marl, and of soft chalk with black flint, some of
them of enormous dimensions and probably of local derivation.
Towards the west and south-west of Sheringham the North Sea
drift becomes wholly chalky, an indication, no doubt, of the
nature of the rocks over which the ice which invaded that dis-
trict had previously passed. (See map, PI. III. *)
The Lower Glacial deposits are specially characterised by
igneous boulders, occasionally of considerable size; t some have
been recognised as of Scandinavian and others of Cheviot origin,
but the most common are of dolerite, some of them apparently
from the Whin-Sill.t For the purpose of ascertaining the move-
ments of the ice, it is not necessary to distinguish between the
Scandinavian and the British erratics of the Lower Glacial beds.
They may all be regarded as Korth Sea drift.
In the cliff section the contortions are, as is well known, on
a phenomenal scale, but as these deposits are followed south-
wards towards Norwich and beyond they become feebler or dis-
appear.
One of the first indications of glacial conditions in East
Anglia, however, is to be found in the Arctic fresh-water deposits
of the coast, containing the northern forms Salix polaris and
Betula nana. To these follow beds of sand or pebbly flint
gravel, equivalent in my opinion to the Westleton Shingle of
Prestwich, which may be traced along a broad belt extending
from north-north-west to south-south-east, from the north of Nor-
folk to Westleton and Dunwich (Fig. 22); in places they are
exposed on the surface, at others they underlie the Contorted
Drift. They represent much contemporary denudation of the
Chalk, and possibly the littoral deposits of a shallow sea en-
croaching on the land.
The Contorted Drift which rests on these beds seems to
occupy more or less continuously the whole of Sheets 67 and
68, and the north-eastern part of Sheet 66, being in places,
however, concealed by newer deposits .(Fig. 23).' Outliers of it
may be found, moreover, to the south of the Waveney and the
Little Ouse, in the northern part of Sheet 50. Could the glacial
deposits be removed from East Norfolk, that region would rise
but little above the present level of the sea. Whether or not
East Anglia stood in glacial times at or near its present level, it
probably then formed one of the lowest portions of the eastern
coast of England, and was consequently overrun at an early
stage by the North Sea Glacier.
• The basement Boulder-c1...y of the Holderness coast containing chalk may also have
obtained the laller (rom some exposure of that rock then existing on the bed of the North
Sea.
t Many of these may be secn by the roadside In the vicinity of the coast, obtained,
no doubt, from the drift of the cliff section.
t A continuous trail of erratics from the Whin-Sill has been traced southwards along
the coast into Lincolnshire. To W. Stather, Rep. Brit. Assoc., Bradford (1go0). p. 759.
Capt. Owerryhouse has recently identlficd boulders from the Contorted Drift of Cromer
and Norwich as of Whln-Slll origin.
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While there is no direct evidence that the ice was sufficiently
thick at this period to override the Chalk Hills of West Norfolk,
it could hardly have failed to enter through any opening then
existing between the latter and the Lincolnshire Wolds, and to
overspread what is now the Fenland region. Although no
equivalent of the Contorted Drift is found in the latter, traces
of its former existence in that area are to be found in the shape
of boulders of dolerite and other igneous rocks, some of them of
Scandinavian origin.* Igneous erratics occur elsewhere, though
not abundantly, in the Chalky Boulder-clay; t the predominant
detritus of that deposit being always, however, of inland deriva-
tion. Such erraties may have been derived from beds of Con-
torted Drift age once existing in the region in question, which
were destroyed by the subsequent advance of the Chalky
Boulder-clay ice and incorporated in its moraine. t
Over a great part of the area occupied by it the Contorted
Drift is of no great thickness, seldom reaching an elevation of
100 ft. above the sea, its surface having been generally levelled
by the overriding ice, as has that of the Chalky Boulder-clay
in South Norfolk and elsewhere; approaching the Cromer coast,
however, the Contorted Drift thickens more or less rapidly,
attaining a height of from 200 to 300 ft. O.D.
The contour mJp of East Anglia (PI. III) shows an
elevated ridge between Holt and. Trimingham, extending for
about twenty miles from west-south-west to east-north-east,
which is often hummocky in character; the station of the Great
Eastern Railway at Cromer, from the picturesque situation of
which one looks down upon the sea nearly 200 ft. below, stand-
ing near the crest of the ridge.
The latter does not consist, however, of Cannon-shot
gravel~ and sand, as might appear at first sight, but, as shown a
few years ago in a series of sections between Aylmerton and
Cromer, of such deposits resting upon a great bank of Contorted
Drift or piled against its seaward slope j the bedding of the
gravel is more or less conformable to the contours of the ridge,
th e steepest side of the latter facing the north. showing that
it has not been carved bv denudation out of a once more wide-
spread deposit; it represents, I think. the terminal moraine (the
"boulder-wall") of the North Sea ice, its alignment being at
right-angles to the movements of the latter; II the gravels, how-
• A collection of these may be found In the Sedgwick Museum at Cambridge.
·f I noticed. for example, a large dolerite erratic near the Garden City, a few miles
north-east of Hltchin.
t Mr. H. B. Woodward takes a similar view In his Important paper on the" Chalky
Boulder-clay of the Western-Midland Counties." Geol. Ma~ .• dec. 4. vol. iv (1897), p. 485.
Sec also C. Fcx-Strangways, Mem. Geol. Survey, Leicester (1903), p. -48.
§ The term" Cannon-shot" was ortzlnally used by Wood and myself because these
J!ravels often contain symmetrically rounded flints, resembling in size and shape the
cannon-balls formerly in use. They may probably have been formed in sub-glacial
II kettle-holes."
'I Prol. Kendall informs me that he has independently arrived at a similar conclusion.
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ever, originated at a somewhat later stage than the Contorted
Drift, possibly bearing a similar relation to it as the Cannon-shot
Drift of Central Norfclk does to the Chalky Boulder-clay. Much
denudation of the glacial deposits must have taken place during
the melting of the ice, but in some districts at least there seems
to have been but little since that time. Both the Cromer ridge
and the levelled Boulder-clay plateaux to the south may now
present an appearance more or less similar to that of the close of
the glacial epoch.
The scenery of the coast region of Korth- East ~orfolk differs
from that of any other part of East Anglia, its unique beauty
being due to the hummocky character of the drift, a feature
which disappears to the south of the ridge. Near Sheringham
there are a number of isolated and rounded hills having a
morainic appearance,* while in places the district reminds one
of the deserted moraine of an ancient glacier.
The ridge in question trends inland towards Holt, west-
ward, but it is intersected by the coast-line to the east, and must
formerly have extended farther in the latter direction.
The view that these coast deposits represent a section of the
terminal moraine of the North Sea ice may explain not only its
contorted condition, but why divisions of it like the Till and
the Contorted Drift, which have been insisted on at the eastern
end of the cliff section, are so difficult to trace when they are
followed to the west. It suggests, moreover, that those divi-
sions may not be of so much importanoe as, following Lyell,
we have been inclined to think. The coast deposits are more
or less similar in character; sandy and clayey drift or chalky
marl, associated with beds of sand and gravel. Strata at the
base of the cliff are, of course, older than those which overlie
them in vertical section, but the difference in age, in a geolo-
gical sense, may not amount to much.
The heaping-up of the Cromer ridge must have been sub
sequent to the maximum extension of the North Sea Glacier
over Norfolk and Suffolk, and have taken place during some
pause, probably a prolonged one, in its retreat. Had the ice
readvanced at some later period it would have swept away the
ridge or levelled it down,
It is not easy to explain why the Scandinavian ice-sheet,
• Prof. G. F. Wright states that the glaciated area of south-eastern Massachusetts is
dotted with isolated conical knolls of sand. gravel, and boulders (" Man and tbe Glacial
Period" (1892), p. 67), and similar phenomena occur In Scandinavia and in North
Germany. Prof. Geikie says, moreover. that the Kames of Scotland, fluvlo-glaclal or
morainic deposits originating during the retreat or melting of the ice, have a tendency to
shape themselves into mounds and ridges, consisting for the most part of grave] and sand,
and that many of them have suffered little or no denudation ('1 Great lee Ala'e," 3rd edit.
(1894), p. rgo, etc.). For an explanation as to the orlgin of these rounded mounds, see T. F.
Jamieson, Quat't. [ourn, Geot. Soc.. vol. xxx (187<4), p. 330. Esker-like ridges also
have been observed in this district.-T. V. Holmes, Prc c, NorWICh Geot. Soc., vol. i
(IB841, p. 263.
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having left the region in question before the advent of the
inland glacier to which the Chalky Boulder-clay was due, never
reappeared there; the greatest extension of the latter deposit
representing, in my opinion, the climax of the glacial period in
the east of England. Possibly the Pleistocene subsidence
revealed by deep borings at Amsterdam and elsewhere in Hol-
land, which seems to have died out towards East Anglia, may
during the later stages of the glacial epoch have diverted the
Scandinavian glacier towards the east sufficiently to prevent its
again overriding the Korfolk area.
In discussing the correlation of the Norfolk boulder-drifts
with those of other parts of Eastern England, it should be
remembered that there are no such deposits in East Anglia
older than the arrival of the Scandinavian ice, which at that
time must have also reached Holderness and the Lincolnshire
coast. A portion of the boulder-clay of the latter region, there-
fore, may be of similar age to the Contorted Drift, while some
of the glacial drift of North Britain may be considerably older.
THE CHALKY BOULDER-CLAY (UPPER GLACIAL OF
S. V. WOOD, lUNR.).
The importance of the inland ice-stream, to which, as I
believe, the Chalky Boulder-clay of the East of England was
due, has not been sufficiently recognised. Whether, however,
we consider the distance it travelled in various directions, or
the area covered by its vast moraine, something like 10,000
square miles in extent (see map, Fig. 23), it deserves a place ill
the front rank of the ancient glaciers of Britain.
I adopt Searles V. Wood's view that this deposit represents
the moraine profonde of the Great Eastern Glacier, material
carried forward by the ice, and in part overridden by it. This
seems to offer the best explanation of the fact that, towards the
periphery of the area it occupies, the boulder-clay rests on beds
of incoherent sand, which often show no sign of disturbance.*
The accumulation of boulder-clay appears to have been in
inverse ratio to the thickness of the ice, erosion taking place in
one area, and deposition complementary to it in another; the
amount of erosion diminishing with the decreasing volume of
the ice.
In the Fenland, for example, where the ice must have
lain in considerable thickness, or it could not thence have over-
ridden the high land of Central Suffolk, the drift is compara-
tively thin, t whereas in Suffolk. it often extends to a great depth.
* Prof. T. C. Chamberlin states that the talus slope of detritus. which precedes the
advancing ice-sheet in Greenland, forms an embankment upon which the latter advances,
showlng that lee can override beds of sand or soil without disturbing them. Bull. Goal.
Soc. Am., vol. vi (1895), p. 214.
t The boulder-clay of the Fenlanrl may have suffered from subsequent erosion, but,
for the reason Just given, I doubt whether it was ever very thick in that region. The
enormous amount of Kimertdae clay material carried into Suffolk shows that the
Fenland lee must have been for a long period in contact with that formation.
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As before stated, the boulder-clay plateaux of that region are
usually as level as if some gigantic steam-roller had recently
passed over them.
At present, unfortunately, no consensus of opinion has been
arrived at as to the origin of the ice to which this vast morainic
accumulation was due. To that point, the most interesting of
the undecided problems of East Anglian glaciology, our atten-
tion may for a short time be given. It will be necessary, how-
ever, to carry our inquiries over as wide an area as possible.
Any hypothesis, even a working one, must take into account all
the known facts, and not merely those of one special region.
Although always maintaining the same general appearance,
the colour and composition of the Chalky Boulder-clay is not
everywhere the same. It is by the study of its local character-
istics--of its varying matrix and predominant detritus-that we
may hope to trace the somewhat complicated movements of the
ice to which it was due. The prevalent character of the drift
rather than the presence of rare erratics must obviously indicate
the nature of the strata over which the ice had previously
passed.
The invariable presence in the Chalky Boulder-clay in almost
incredible profusion of hard chalk and grey flint, often tabular,
of the Lincolnshire type, which specially distinguishes it from
the older boulder-clays of East Anglia, shows, I consider, that
the Great Eastern Glacier must have been largely reinforced by
ice crossing the Lincolnshire Wolds.* The total amount of the
cretaceous detritus is enormous, and indicates much denudation
of the latter region.
A study of the contours points, however, to the conclusion
that the ice crossed the Wolds in two localities only, to the
south of Market Rasen, and to the north of Caister between it
and the gap separating the chalk hills of Lincolnshire from those
of Yorkshire. t
While the boulder-clay on the seaward side of the Wolds is
generally brown or purple in colour, t that which rests against
their western slopes, from the neighbourhood of Market Rasen
southward towards Horncastle and Spilsby , is white and of an
intensely chalk" character, and it extends, as pointed out by
Mr. Strahan, farther from these hills towards the south than
towards the west. § The ice which crossed the Wolds must,
therefore, have been more or less free from detritus, as Prof.
* This was pointed out by W. J. Harrison in 1882. "Geol. of the Counties," p. 26.
Prof. Kendall h as for some years held a similar view,
t See map, PI. IV, reduced from one in the Quart. [ourn, Ceol. Soc.. by the permis-
sion of the Council,
t Possibly derived in part from Permo-Triassic marls. Mr. Van der Grachtlnforms
me that the existence of such rocks has been proved by borlngs in Holstein and else-
where, and he thinks they may be also continuous under a part of the bed of the North
Sea.
§ Iffe",. Geol. Survey, Lincoln (1888), p. 130.
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Chamberlin says the upper part of the Greenland ice-sheet
is,* sinoe it brought over no purple clay with it. The connec-
tion between the two kinds of drift is shown, however, by the
occasional presence, in the region of the chalky clay, of the
Scandinavian and dolerite erratics characteristic of the former.
Crossing the Wold watershed and commencing to erode the
chalk-rock, the ice descended thence from a height of 400 to
500 ft. into the plain of the Witham (little above sea-level), but,
instead of overrunning and spreading its moraine over the lower
ground, it seems to have been abruptly diverted towards the
south-east, the chalky drift being piled against the hillside in
long ridges parallel with it to a maximum height of 450 ft.
The chalky drift terminates abruptly towards the west, however,
near the 100-ft. contour, being replaced in that direction, as at
Langton, by dark-blue Kimeridgian Boulder-clay containing
Oolitic detritus not found in the former. The explanation
seems to be that the Witham basin was then occupied by another
and more important ice-stream, of sufficient thickness to divert
that descending the Wolds from its natural course.
From the Witham basin the two ice-streams, confluent, but
distinct, appear to have moved south-eastward, across the Fen-
land and a part of the Wash, as shown onthe maps (Pis. III,
IV). There is no evidence of any ice-drift at this stage from the
Wash Gap to the west or south-west; t the trail of enormous
marlstone erratics extending southward from Grantham, alluded
to in a former paper, t and the facts noted by Mr. H. B.
Woodward during the construction of the railway from Saxby
to Bourn, which showed that the ice was there moving from
north to south, following the strike of the Jurassic deposits,
point in the opposite direction, § while the frequent occur-
renceof Lincolnshire limestone and other Jurassic detritus in
the Chalky Boulder-clay of East Anglia and the Ouse basin
indicates a south-easterly ice-drift across some part of the Oolitic
strata.
There is another piece of evidence, confirmatory of this view,
which is of great importance.
In their Survey Memoir on South-Western Norfolk, Messrs.
Whitaker, Skertchly, and jukes-Browne refer to the presence in
that district of Neocomian boulders, derived in their opinion
from Lincolnshire, and described as "of sandstone with glau-
conite grains, small phosphatic nodules, and phosphatized fos-
sils, often showing on broken surfaces a peculiar lustre."11
These erratics, known to R. C. Taylor in 1824,' are easily
* 0". cit., p. 205.
t The North Sea Drift of Stickney and Sibsey is believed to belong to a later stage
(Hessle) oftbe glacial epoch.
t Quart. ]ourn. Geol; Soc., vol. Ixiii (r907), p. 492. See also PIs. III and IV.
§ Geol, Mag., dec. 4, vol. iv (r897), p. 486.
II Mem. Geol., Survey, S.W. Norfolk (r893), p. ;6.
'\! Traits. Geol, Soc., ser. 2, vol. i (,824), p. 374.
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recognised. They are very common in West Norfolk from the
Wash to Thetford, whence I have traced them continuously to
the south-east into Central Suffolk. ':' Although abundant to
the east and south-east of the Fenland, Mr. Jukes-Browne in-
forms me he has not seen them on its western border, as between
Heckington and Bourn. t They are found, however, in Lincoln-
shire, on the western slope of the Wolds, near Wrawby and
between Market Rasen and Benniworth (PI. IV).
Some of these Xeocomian erratics are of large size, as, for
instance, the well-known example at Merton, near Watton,
which measures r a ft. in length by 8 ft. in breadth. Imbedded
in boulder-day and still retaining its original position, its longest
diameter points K.W.-S.E., a suggestion of the direction in
which it was carried. t This well-marked trail, extending from
Lincolnshire and the Fenland to Central Suffolk, is inconsistent
with the view of an ice-drift at this stage from the Wash towards
the west, or south-west.
The distribution of the upper glacial clays of Norfolk and
Suffolk points to the same conclusion. Conditions similar to
those of Lincolnshire, where Chalky-Jurassic boulder-clay with
a blue Kimeridgian matrix lies side by side with intensely chalky
drift, obtain also in East Anglia. If the line separating these de-
posits in Lincolnshire be produced in a south-easterly direction, as
shown in the contour maps (PIs. III and IV), it will be found that
the boulder-clay to the north of it continues to be grey or whitish
in colour and prevalently chalky, while that to the south is blue
and intensely Kimeridgian, containing many fragments of shale
with Lucina minuscula, together with large blocks of septaria,
and of limestone with serpula and other characteristic Kime-
ridgian fossils. In East Anglia, as in Lincolnshire, we pass
suddenly from the one kind of drift to the other, the first-named
forming good, though, for the most part, not specially heavy
land, the sub-soil in the second case being clayey and often
exceedingly stiff.
It has been said that the Chalky Boulder-clay usually re-
sembles the rocks upon which it rests; that is so where the ice
travelled along the strike of the different Mesozoic strata. East-
ward from the Fenland, however, towards East Suffolk, it must
have moved at right angles to the strike, but the drift is as
strongly Kimeridgian in the latter region, e.g., at Beccles and
Lowestoft, fifty or sixty miles from the nearest outcrop of the
parent strata, as it is in any other part of that county.
The connection between both the grey or whitish boulder-
'" A very Iarze specimen was found, for example, in a railway cutting at Debenham,
bave seen Ibem also at Stradbroke and other places in Central Suffolk
t Mr. W. G. Fearnsides states Ibeyoccurin Cambridgesbire 10 Iheeasl of Bartlow (near
Haverhill), but are unknown to tbe ...est of that place. Nat. Hist; CambridglShir.
('904), p. 40.
~ See Goodcbild, Geol, Mag., dec. 2, va\. I (,874), p. 500.
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clay of Central Norfolk and the blue boulder-clay of Suffolk with
the Lincolnshire region is further shown by the fact that they
contain, the first rarely, and the latter more or less abundantly,
.Oolitic limestone and other Jurassic detritus; Carboniferous
debris, moreover, and Triassic pebbles are not uncommon in
the Kimeridgian Boulder-clay, the pebbles coming from the
basin of the Witham, possibly reaching it from that of the Trent
through the Lincoln gap, under the circumstances suggested in
my paper of r 9°7.*
The Cretaceous escarpment running south from Hunstanton
is interrupted near Swaffham by a gap about twenty-five miles
in width, which extends from that place to a point north-east of
Newmarket (Plate III), where the Chalk Hills of the Gog-
Magogs commence.
This gap forms. the entrance to a trough running
from west to east, continuous from the Fenland to the
Suffolk coast, the joint basin of the Little Ouse and the
Waveney. t Possibly of pre-glacial origin, it was clearly in
existence in glacial times. Kear the centre of the trough, in
the neighbourhood of Thetford, for example, boulder-clay rests
on the Chalk at the 50 ft. contour, while to the north and south
of the Little Ouse the level of the junction between the two
deposits gradually rises, conformably to the sloping sides of the
valley.
Through this gap, which was no doubt deepened as well as
widened during the process, the ice seems to have poured in
great volume from the Fenland, fanning out thence to the east
and south-east, covering an area of something like 1,000 square
miles with Chalky-Kimeridgian boulder-clay which approaches
in places 100 ft. in thickness, its surface reaching a maximum
elevation of more than 300 ft. above sea-level. Only one pos-
sible source can be suggested for this enormous mass of Kime-
ridgian detritus. The Fenland to the west, and near at hand,
was the quarry out of which it was dug; the accumulation of
material in the one area being the measure of its removal from
the otherv ]
A reference to Fig. 23 and to Plate XXXIV of my paper of
1907 before referred to. will show that a trail of Chalky
Jurassic Boulder-clay runs south-west across Sheet 52, up the
basin of the Nene towards "!\orthampton in one direction, and of
the Ouse towards Buckingham in another, overriding also the
high land separating them. The boulder-day of the latter basin
is strongly Oxfordian, the ice-stream to which it was due having
• Quart. ]ourn. Geol, Soc., vol. lxiii, p. 488.
t These small streams originate within a short distance of each other in a stagnant
marsh near the centre of the trough. They have taken no part in the excavation of the
latter.
! The transference of such an enormous and conelnucus mass of Kimeridgtan
material from the low-lying Fenland region into high Suffolk seems a serious objection
to the view that It may have been due to the action of floating Ice during a period 01
su bmergence,
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followed the strike of the Oxford clay, along the north-west side
of the Chalk escarpment. * The ice, however, appears to have
been sufficiently thick to overflow the latter from Newmarket to
Hitchin, t whence it descended the dip-slope in a south-easterly
direction into Essex, at right-angles to its original course. Over-
riding the Chalk escarpment, it must have been more or less free
from detritus, as was that which crossed the Lincolnshire
Wolds, since the boulder-clay of the dip-slopes is of the grey
chalky type, and not prevalently Jurassic, as is that of the Ouse
basin j its connection with the latter, however, is sufficiently
shown by the frequent presence in it of Oolitic detritus. ] After
the ice descending the dip-slopes of the Chalk-range in a south-
easterly direction had crossed the Eocene outcrop, it com-
menced to erode the London Clay, the boulder-clay containing
thenceforward material from that formation, while greywethers,
.and boulders of Hertfordshirc pudding-stone, unknown to the
north-west, become common.
Another lobe of the Great Eastern Glacier seems to have
travelled southwards, along the Hitchin valley towards the
basins of the Stort and the Lea. § In the drift of the latter near
Hertford and at Finchley many Oxfordian fossils have been
found. II
These facts indicate, I consider, as pointed out by me in
1902, [ an ice movement from the Fenland as a centre, to the
south-east, south, and south-west, Chalky Boulder-clay having
been carried from it for a more or less uniform distance of about
sixty miles in each direction (Fig. 23).
The map (PI. Ill) shows the distribution in East Anglia of
the three kinds of glacial drift referred to, so far as it can be
ascertained by former observations and sections now available,
and will explain my views as to the probable movements of the
ice-streams to which they were due.
The south-western limit of the beds which I consider equiva-
lent to the Contorted Drift of the coast section marches with
that of the whitish Chalky Boulder-clay from Docking towards
Norwich, the two lying side by side at more or less the same
level; the abrupt disappearance of the Contorted Drift, how-
ever, along the line A-B being due, I consider, to its having
been ploughed out to the south of the latter by the advance of
the inland ice-stream from the north-west, and incorporated
with its moraine.
* In some places, where the ice had moved over the surface of the Gault, the matrix
-of the boulder-clay seems to have been largely derived from that formation.
t Chalky boulder-clay Is found at a height of 525 feet 0.0. near the summit of the
Chalk escarpment, not far from Royston.
t Mr. H. B. Woodward found also in the Boulder-clay at Barkway, ncar Royston, on the
crest of the Chalk escarpment, phosphatic nodules from the coprcllte bed at Its base,
400 feet below.-Quarl. Journ. Geol, Soc., vol. lIx ('903), p. 367.
§ See Contour Map, Plate XXXIV, of my paper of IQ07 before referred to,
II H. Walker, Proc, Geol, Assoc., vol, II (1872), p. 28g. Sec also the Welberall
Collection at 1ermyn Street.
'lI Rep. BNI. Assoc., Cambridge ('904), p. 542.
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It is not always easy, as Mr. H. B. Woodward has pointed
out, where the Contorted Drift is of a marly character, as in
North-West Norfolk, accurately to determine the joint boundary
of these two deposits. The principal difference between them
seems to be, as before stated, the prevalence or otherwise of
tabular grey flint and hard chalk.
FIG. 24.-MAP OF THE FLEGG HUNDRED AND THE COUNTRY AROl'ND
YARMOUTH.-F. W. Harmer.
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Harleston, Scole, Bury St. Edmunds, and elsewhere. In the
east of Norfolk, as to the north and south of Yarmouth, the
inland ice-stream, having lost its erosive power, overrode the
Contorted Drift and the Middle-glacial sands, and did not
destroy them. * Sections showing the two boulder-clays with
the sands intervening may be found in the Flegg Hundred
(Fig. 24).
The line E-F (Plate III) indicates the boundary between
the grey or whitish Chalky Boulder-clay of Mid-Norfolk, and the
blue Kimeridgian drift of Suffolk. It turns rather suddenly to
the north near Beccles, following the present course of the
Waveney towards Yarmouth. That part of the river probably
represents the farthest extension of the intensely Chalky
Boulder-clay ice over that region; characteristic Chalky drift
comes down to the western edge of the Waveney valley, being
shown in section half a mile north-west of Haddiscoe Church,
but it does not there cross the river. To the east of the latter, the
boulder-clay is always of a strongly-marked Kimeridgian
. character.
It seems at first sight anomalous that at the entrance to the
Little Ouse-Waveney trough, as in the neighbourhood of Thet-
ford, comparatively near to the Kimeridgian outcrop, the
boulder-clay, there of no great thickness, should be of the
chalky type. The Kimeridgian drift has been lifted quite over
the gap; at that point and at that stage, however, the ice was
cutting into the Chalk, carrying the Kimeridgian deposit with
it into Suffolk; the chalky drift exposed near the gap may be
probably of later age, left behind at the final retreat of the ice.
The line G--H represents the south-western limit of the
main mass of the Kimeridgian boulder-clay. Isolated masses
of this deposit occur, however, elsewhere. One such was
driven up the valley of the Bourne towards Haverhill, near
which place the boulder-clay is strongly Kimeridgian. t
Such drift, moreover, is occasionally found underlying
boulder-clay of the chalky type. The Kimeridgian ice may pos-
sibly have occupied a wider area before the advent of that to
which the more chalky drift was due, or the two ice-streams,
travelling side by s-ide, may have overrun one another in places,
unloading and transferring portions of their respective moraines.
A case of this kind has been recently reported by Dr. W. H.
Sherzer, from the Canadian Rockies, where the moraine of a
lateral ice-stream was carried directly across the main glacier,
some of it travelling thence in an entirely different direction. t
* The region lylnl>; between the lines B-C and B-D Indicates the area within which
the Chalky Boulder-clay has overridden and overlies the Contorted Drift.
+Boulders of Kimeridge Clay, supporting the view of an easterly ice-movement across
the Wash region, occur in West Norfolk. One such. on a huge scale, has been reported
from Fodderstone Gap, near Shouldham. Mem, Geol, Survey, S.-W. Norfolk (,893),
p.63.
t " Smithsonian Contr. to Knowledge," vol. xxxiv ('907), p. 23. See also ]. G.
Goodchild, Quart. Journ. CeDI. Soc., vol. xxxi (,875), p, 64.
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F rom whence then came the ice to which the vast morainic
accumulation of the Cha lky Boulder-clay was du e ? If the Wash
Gap was at th at pe riod obstruc ted by the glac ier which
carried the Kimeridgian boulder-clay and the tr ail of Neocomian
erratics int o Central Suffolk, but little ice could have entered
the F enland from that di rection. Moreover, th e ice-st ream
which crossed th e Wolds to the south of Market R asen seems
to have been immediately diver ted towar ds Norfolk , as shown
above j there is no evidence to show that any of the intense ly
cha lky drift of that region travelled westward . The F enland
area must , therefore, have been mainly filled from the north-
west. The Witham basin, however , could not have originated
such a vast body of icc, and the non-glaciated appearance of
the Wol d escarpment between Market Rasen and Caisto r, and
the absence of th e int ensely Cha lky Boulder-clay immediat ely
to the west of it, shows that none crossed the Wolds between
those places.* Much ice, no doubt , entered through the gap
separating the York shire and the Lincolnshire Wolds, with a
correspo nding erosi on of the cha lk at that point, but a lar ge
part of this must have gone up the Trent vall ey to form the
grea t mass of Chalky Boulder-clay which, owin g to the pressure
of the Pennin o ice descending the Derwent valley, has been piled
up on the high land 'South of Gra ntham to a height exceeding
6 0 0 ft . O.D. in one di rectio n, and carr ied more than 100 miles to
Chellasron, near De rby, and th ence up the valley of the Soar,
to Leicester and Ru gby, in another. t
The existence of a conside rable thickness of boulde r-clay,
predominantly of a Pennine cha rac te r, but in which boulders
of Shap granite and other Lake Distr ict rocks occasionally
occur, at Balb y near Doncaster (P I. IV), indicates that the well -
known moraines near York do not represent the farthest exten-
sion of the Teesdale Glacie r, but th at at th e tim e of maximum
glac iat ion the latter travelled southwards along the E astern
Pl ain as far at least as Balby, being reinforced nea r that place
by the Pennine ice. t A boring at Cadney on the same lat i-
tud e as Doncaster but twenty-five miles to the eas t, and to the
east of the Oolitic ridge, revea ling nearl y 40 ft. of Chalky
Boul der-cla y,§ shows, moreover, that th e Ancholme vall ey was
also occupied by ice. From Cadney glacial deposits can be
traced more or less continuously into East Angli a, whil e if th e
view here taken as to th e Wash Gap be correct, the ice-sheet to
which the Doncaster boulde r-clay was due, reinforced by that
of the Korth Sea ent ering at the Humber depression, must have
extended to Grantham and Le icester. II There seems no othe r
• Quart. [ourn, Geol, Soc., voI.lxiil (1907), p . 490.
t Lac. cit., p. 492. See also F ig. 23 and PI. IV of the present volum e.
t See as to this, Rev . W. L. Car ter, Proc, Yo rks. Geol, Soc. , vol. xv (1905), p . 411.
§ Fide Mr . H . Preston , F.G.S .
• . 11 Mr. H. B. Wo odward po ints to th e. signtficance of tbe absence of Jutass lc outlie rs
along tb e weste rn margin of th e gre a t Lmcoln shlre Cliff. attrlbutlng It to th eir re moval
d uring th e glacial period. Geol, Mag•• de c. 4. vol. Iv (1897), p. 495.
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sufficient source for the great sheet of Chalky Boulder-clay of
the latter region. In any case, I think, the Doncaster ice must
have inosculated with that entering from the Korth Sea through
the Humber depression. Boulder-clay of the intensely chalky
type is found at Blyton and Northorpe, near Gainsborough.*
Possibly some other explanation of the facts may hereafter
be arrived at, but meanwhile, if only as a working hypothesis,
I suggest that of a great inland ice-stream, continuous from
Teesdale to the Fenland , fanning out thence eastward, south-
ward, and westward, as shown in Fig. 23, derived partly from
the Pennines and partly from the Xorth Sea. What 1 consider
to have been the probable direction of the ice-movements is
shown on the maps, Pis. I II and IV, by arrows.
1\1:-. Clement Reid considers that the Contorted Drift in the
marly condition it assumes to the west of Cromer may be con-
tinuous with, and pass laterally into, the Chalky Boulder-clay,
and that all the contortions of the ::-Jorfolk drifts are of the same.
age.f Mr. H. B. Woodward expresses a similar opinion, though
he recognises the difference between the Chalky Boulder-clay of
the country south of Fakenham and the chalky marl of the dis-
trict north of that place. t
For the reasons already stated, I prefer the view that
the deposits of North and North-East Norfolk, which Wood
and I grouped as Contorted Drift, characterised by igneous
erratics, and without any noteworthy amount of Lincolnshire
chalk or flint, or of Oolitic limestone, were accumulated during
the invasion of. East Anglia by ice coming directly from the
Korth Sea, while the Chalky Boulder-clay in which such Creta-
ceous detritus is everywhere abundant, with much Neocomian,
Jurassic and Pennine debris, was due to the subsequent action of
an inland glacier fed by ice which had crossed the Wolds. § I
believe the two glaciations were perfectly distinct, and, as
shown below, separated possibly by a considerable interval of
time. Contortions might have been caused in both cases, and
at all stages during the advance of the respective ice-sheets.
THE ORIGIN OF THE VALLEYS OF CENTRAL NORFOLK.
Sections to the north-east of the river at Norwich, with others
facing them on the opposite side, near the Victoria railway-
station, show that when the icc-sheet of the earlier glaciation
travelled south-eastward from the Cromer coast to Loddon and
* Northorpe lies but little farther south than Balby.
t Mem. Geol- Survey. Cromer (1882). p. "7.
t Mem. Geol. Survey. Fakenham (1884). p. '0.
§ Mr. H. 13.Woodward noticed (loc. cit., p. 16) In one of the railway cuttings north-east or
Fakenham, near the line separating the region of the Chalky marl from that of the Chalky
Boulder-clay, that all kinds of clay, sand, and gravel were jumbled up tozether. but this
is what we might expect to find where an tee-stream bad invaded a region occupied by
the moraine of an earlier glaciatton , and it is what we do find near Leicester, the meenne
ground, In my opinion, of the Pennine Ice with that to whieh the Chalky Boulder-clay of
the Midlands was due.· .
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Beccles, the Con torted Drift extended continuouslv from side
t o side of what is now th e valley of the Wensurn, at presen t
about half a mile in width and more than 100 ft. in dep th.
The Contor ted Dr ift , moreover , never occurs in the district in
question within the valleys as a valley dep osit . I t invar iably
f orms pa rt of the typical sequence, Contorted Drift-sand and
gravel-Chalk , out of which the valleys have been cut (F ig. 25).
Clea rly, therefore , they were not in existence in their present
form in Con to rted Drift t imes ; they were excavated, at least
to the depth to which the boulde r-clay descend s, during the
interva l be tween the retreat of t he North Sea icc from Norfolk
FIG. 25. -St; CTION ACROSS TIlE VALLE Y OF THE WENSUM AT K ORWICH,
SH OWI NG THE CHALKY B OULDER-CLAY AS A VALLEY DE POSIT, AND T H E
ANO~IALO {;S POSITIO:-l OF TH E PO ST B OULDER-CLAY ..RAV ELS OF M OUSE-
HOLD HEATH.-F. W . Harmer.
N.E.
~lo ll schold Heath
: ..
..;.~.:., ~ ~ .::::>~ G
~~~~k;l~~~'.
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T uck 's Wood Farm.
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i. " all ey gravel.
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2 . Crag sands and Pe bble beds.
3. Contort ed Dr ift (); o rwich b rick-earth}.
4. Middle l;:lacial sands.
X.n .-Chalky B ould er-clay OCCll rs ill place s at all tcuet« uiithin llu: ualleys oj th e rivers
Ya re and IVensum.
and the depositi on of th e Chalk y Boulder-clay in the same
region.
On th e other hand, Chalky Bould er-clay occ urs within the
valleys of the Yare and Wensurn at Thorpe, Trowse, Cringleford ,
Bowthorpe , and elsewhere, while the Cha t"k into which th ese
valleys ha ve bee n cut often shows signs of glacial disturbance.*
Speaking generall y, valley eros ion had pract icall y reached
its pr esent stage in East Angli a by t he close of the Pleistocene
epoch. Although the Chalky Boulder-cla y covers the greater
part of the higher land with a more or .less continuous sheet , it
con stantly warps over into the vall eys, sometimes extend ing, as
near Norwich, below sea- level ,
The distribution of the Cannon-shot gravels, fluvio-glacial
or morainic deposits originat ing during the retreat or melting
of the ice-sheet, deserves noti ce. Usually they cap th e highest
land , but though apparent ly newer th an the vall eys, often occur
near th e margins of the latter in positions wher e th ey could not
have been accumulated und er the conditions now existing.
• See Fig. 80 in Prot. Geol. A ssoc., vol. xvll (lgo.), p. 47'.
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This was well shown in some sections near Norwich, visited
during the excursion of 1902. A great mass of Cannon-shot
gravel, occupying the elevated region of Mousehold Heath,
comes to the edge of the steep north-eastern bank of the River
Wensum (Fig. 25). From this point one looks down to
the lower ground where, more than 100 ft. below, Chalky
Boulder-clay is found at the valley bottom. Although the
Mousehold gravels are not underlain by boulder-clay, they have
been always regarded as of the same age as those of Strump-
shaw, Poringland, and" Wymondham, which are so underlain
(Plate III). Unless, therefore, they are older than the latter, and
consequently than the excavation of the valley (a view which has
never been suggested and seems improbable), we are driven to
the conclusion that during their deposition that of the Wensum
was filled with ice, or perhaps to some extent with boulder-clay
which has since been removed.
Under what circumstances, it may be asked, did the exca-
vation (or re-excavation) take place of these valleys, especially
of the Wensum and the gap which, beyond Fakenham, connects
it to the north-west with the coast (Plate III)? Even if the
retreat of the North Sea ice from Norfolk indicates only a local
discontinuance of glacial conditions, it must have been attended
by floods and much erosion. If, however, it may rather represent
one of the inter-glacial episodes insisted on by Profs. James
Geikie, Penck, and others, involving not so much the melting
of a comparatively unimportant body of ice, but the temporary
breaking up of the southern portion of the great Scandinavian
glacier, the floods would have been of phenomenal volume and
strength. Such a view might offer a more adequate explanation
of the original erosion of these valleys.. Further denudation
by torrential waters may have followed the subsequent disap-
pearance of the Chalky Boulder-clay. That the insignificant
streams which now occupy them have taken any material part
in it seems improbable.
Gravels of later age than those just mentioned, once sup-
posed to represent successive stages in: the excavation of the
valleys, occur near Norwich and elsewhere, apparently above
the level which floods could have reached. The valleys rapidly
widen out below Norwich towards the sea, however (see map,
Plate III), and it is difficult to understand how they could have
been filled with water to the required height.
As the glacial period waned and the great ice-sheet of the
Chalky Boulder-clay which for long ages had covered hill and
valley alike began gradually to disappear from East Anglia, it
forsook the higher elevations, still filling depressions, however,
and generally occupying the lower ground. Under such cir-
cumstances the Plateau gravels seem to have originated spora-
dically near the margin of the retreating ice-sheet. Later on,
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when the ice of the valleys became sedentary, but still filled
them nearly to the brim, the high-level valley gravels may have
been deposited by the action of torrents issuing en amant
from the melting ice-sheet. Still later, such torrents, in dimin-
ished volume and velocity, cutting for themselves channels in
the valley icc, perhaps between it and the sides of the valley, or
in the valley boulder-day, may have laid down the finer gravel
and sand of the lower levels."
I have marked on the map (PI. III) the principal exposures
of the Cannon-shot gravels in the region in question, They are
almost entirely of flint, being generally unstratified, but as a rule
much rolled. Normally they rest on the Chalky Boulder-clay,
but occasionally, as at Wyrnondham, contain also chunks of the
latter, or are thinly overlain by it.
In the eastern part of Xorfoik, to the south-east of the
morainic Cromer ridge, such beds seem to pass into finer gravels
and sands (the" sand-plain" of Continental geologists), pointing
to the existence there of currents of diminished strength. t
Such gravels and sands which, on the one hand, rest on the
Contorted Drift, and, on the other, underlie the Chalky
Boulder-clay (Middle Glacial of Wood), may have been due, I
think, to water issuing from the retreating ice of the earlier or
North Sea glaciation in the first case, and in the second from the
inland glacier which subsequently advanced from the north-west.
Xear the east coast, in the neighbourhood of Yarmouth,
and hut little above sea-level, the Middle Glacial sands contain
mollusca, which are on the whole of a boreal and comparatively
recent character, pointing in that locality to marine conditions. t
It will be noticed that the Cannon-shot gravels shown on
the map (PI. III), other than those associated with the Con-
torted Drift or the Cromer ridge, group themselves in a belt
extending across the county of Norfolk from south-east to north-
west, and that they are especially characteristic of the region
occupied by the more chalky form of boulder-clay; they may
indicate there the path of the retreating ice. In Suffolk, where
the matrix of the drift is Kimeridgian, such gravels arc com-
paratively rare.
There is a mass of coarse gravel, however, in Essex, that
of Tiptree Heath, which suggests, especially when studied by
the aid of one of Bartholomew's contour maps, the idea of a
terminal moraine. Rising steeply from the lower ground, it
forms a curiously isolated ridge, the crest of which is six miles
long by one mile in width. It lies just beyond the farthest
* See T. F. Jamieson, Quart. [ourn, Geot. Soc., vol, xxx (1874), p. 333. Also G. F.
Wri~ht. of.' cit., p, 32.
+ Pro. Geikie says the Scotch Kames are similarly associated with wide flats of sand
and gravel, the 'I frontal aprons or oven'. ash .. of the North American Drift.
t Proc. Geot. Assoc., vol, xvii (1902), p. 459- Mr. H. B. Woodward considers that some
of these mollusca are derivative, a view which I find it difficult to accept,
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extension of the Chalky Boulder-clay, with its longest diameter
at right-angles to what I suggest was the probable movement of
the ice, and contains occasionallv, as do the Cannon-shot
gravels, small chunks of that deposit.
The relation of the coarse gravels of the Cromer ridge to
those which overlie the Chalky Boulder-clay of Central and West
Norfolk raises another interesting question, but it cannot be
here discussed. Many other points might also have been dealt
with had the space allotted to me permitted. It has seemed
better, however, to consider somewhat carefullv a few of the
most important features of the Pleistocene geology of the
district than to attempt a more complete but more rapid treat-
ment of the subject.
P.S.-My friend, Mr. H. B. Woodward, who has an intimate
knowledge of the district here dealt with, has been good enough
to read the proof sheets of this and the preceding chapter. I
have to thank him for one or two kind suggestions, but especially
for permitting me to say that, while differing as to a few unim-
portant matters of detail, he is prepared to accept all the general
conclusions I have reached. It should be stated that both
chapters were written during 1908, and were sent to the Editors
before the end of that year.
